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Introduction
Doubled haploid (DH) technology is well estab-

lished in the United States, Europe and China to sup-
port maize breeding, but its application to tropical ar-
eas is still limited (Chen et al, 2009; Dang et al, 2012; 
Batistelli et al, 2013; Melchinger et al, 2013; Chaikam 
et al, 2015). In this approach, which is nowadays the 
central focus of modern maize breeding, faster de-
velopment of homozygous inbred lines are provided, 
carrying out advantages in maize breeding programs 
as reduced time to develop the parents and also test-
ing the hybrids. Inbred lines are fast developed in this 
case because just two generations on the field are 
necessary to get the seeds from a DH line compared 
to six or more generations required by the common 
methodology, based on consecutive generations of 
selfing (Geiger and Gordillo, 2009; Dang et al, 2012). 
Besides increasing in selection gain as it only additive 
variance are involved on the selection, also facilities 
on introgression and transgene fixation are display as 
advantages (Röber et al, 2005; Dang et al, 2012; Ba-
tistelli et al, 2013).

Haploids from maize can be produced in vivo via 
induction crosses with a genotyping that has a genet-
ic trait to generate a portion of the kernels where the 

embryos have half of the number of chromosomes 
from a diploid cell. Steps to develop DH lines were 
set out by Prigge and Melchinger (2012) and initially 
include an induction cross between a source germ-
plasm, which provide the genetic variance to be ex-
plored, and the haploid induction. The next step is to 
sort the haploid kernels and then submit the haploids 
to chromosome doubling and finally selfing on the D0 
plants to seed set production (Röber et al, 2005; Gei-
ger and Gordillo, 2009). Among these steps, sorting 
of haploid seeds require a fast and accurate protocol 
(Melchinger et al, 2013; Chaikam et al, 2015). 

Most of induction haploids carry the R1-nj which 
encodes anthocyanin pigmentation on kernels. The 
phenotyping characteristics from Navajo expression 
are purple coloration on crown of endosperm and 
scutellum of embryo of the diploids seeds (Nanda 
and Chase, 1966; Chaikam and Prasanna, 2012). 
Thereby, when gynogenetic haploids are generated 
in the induction crosses, triploid endosperms carry 
one R1 allele from the inducer, same as the diploid 
kernels. On the other hand, the embryos, which do 
not carry chromosomes from the inducer genotype 
due the disruption fertilization, any R1 are expected 
be present on the scutellum, so no purple pigmen-
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tation is identified. To promoting purple expression, 
some structural genes as A1, A2, C1, C2, Bz1, and 
Bz2 and also an important regulatory gene named C1 
are required (Coe Jr, 1962; Geiger and Gordillo, 2009; 
Sharma et al, 2011; Chaikam et al, 2015).  C1 gene 
plays a regulatory role on the anthocyanin pathway in 
seeds, interacting with A’s, Bz’s, and R1 genes (Cone 
et al, 1993). 

The protein resulting from the C2 gene makes a 
conversion of phenylpropanoid derivatives to chal-
cones. After some reactions, chalcones are metab-
olized in dihydroflavonol. The A1 gene encodes the 
enzymes which convert dihydroflavonol to leucoan-
thocyanidin. Following the pathway, the A2 gene en-
codes the protein responsible for transforming leu-
coanthocyanidin to anthocyanidins. The Bz1 and Bz2 
genes perform the final step, converting anthocyani-
din to anthocyanin (Hanson et al, 1996; Lesnick and 
Chandler, 1998; Sharma et al, 2011).

Several studies have shown that tropical maize 
germplasm could not carry the genes to the full 
pathway of anthocyanin biosynthesis, indicating the 
background effect of the source on the phenotype 
expression (Dang et al, 2012; Chaikam et al, 2015). 
Moreover, some inhibitor genes such as: C1-1, C2-
Idf, and in-1D were described to suppress the purple 
pigmentation on embryos and endosperms. Mutant 
allele C1-1 was considered to be the most impor-
tant inhibitor and encodes a protein which competes 
with C1 protein, the wild type, encoded by the acti-
vator site of anthocyanin, and works as suppressor 
of transcriptional on heterozygous C1-I/C1 due the 
dominance of C1-I over the wild type C1 (Paz-Ares et 
al,1990; Chaikam et al, 2015). 

The R1 gene has a dominant effect over the reces-
sive, but its expression can vary due environmental 
conditions (Chaikam and Prasanna, 2012; Chaikam 
et al, 2015). As result of non-reliable sorting, many 
haploids selected were false positives. All the efforts 
could become the DH technology not applicable even 
over high Haploid Inducer Rate (HIR) when adopting 
tropical germplasm as source.

A brief summary of Brazilian experiments on the 
doubled haploids subject reveals an unexpected or 
undesired number of false haploids among the puta-
tive haploid kernels fraction, or even a large number 
of tetraploids inside the amount of doubling plants 
after colchicine treatment (Belicuas et al, 2007; Ba-
tistelli et al, 2013; Couto et al, 2013). In this way, our 
objectives were firstly determining the effectiveness 
of the R1-nj maker system on sorting true haploids in 
tropical maize sources. Secondly, we aimed to mea-
sure indirectly the HIR from the inducers adopted 
in this work, and finally evaluating the spontaneous 
doubling from three tropical hybrids used as sources 
on the induction crosses.

Materials and Methods
Plant material, induction crosses and kernel sort-
ing by R1-navajo expression 
Two different experiments were conducted to evalu-
ate the effectiveness of the R1-nj expression on sort-
ing true haploid kernels. In the first experiment, two 
new inducer populations were developed from cross-
es between KHI (Krasnodar Haploid Inducer) and 
two tropical lines by the State University of Maringá. 
They are named as IL47 and IP9. Aiming analyze the 
effectiveness of true haploid sorting by this marker 
system, each new population haploid inducer were 
adopted as male in induction crosses (Figure 1). As 
testers (sources), the same tropical inbred lines used 
to develop each population were adopted as female 
(nominated as specific tester), beyond the commer-
cial hybrid 2B707 (nominated as common tester). 
After maturity, kernels from 10 ears from each induc-
tion cross were harvested, dried and sorted once 
more adopting the embryo marker coloration as cri-
terion in putative haploids, F1’s diploids or outcross-
ing. A total of 5062 kernels were analyzed from the 
induction cross L47 x IL47, 4439 from P9 x IP9, also 
5062 from 2B707 x IL47 and 4439 from 2B707 x IP9. 
Later, the group of putative haploids sorted from 
each crossing had the chromosome number checked 
through chromosome counting from root tip cells to 
evaluate the effectiveness of R1-nj on sorting true 
haploids.
In the second experiment, three one-way commer-
cial hybrids were used in induction crosses: P2530, 
P3989 and popcorn IAC125, KHI was the haploid 
inducer. Kernels were also sorted into putative hap-
loids, diploids F1’s and outcrossing. To the induction 
cross with P2530, 15734 kernels were generated, 
14378 to P3989 and 2754 to IAC125.

Chromosome number count and phenotyping on 
the field
Putative haploid kernels from the first experiment 
had chromosomes counted to analyze the efficiency 
of R1-navajo marker in sorting the true haploids. For 
this purpose, seeds were germinated in petri dishes 
with germination paper at 25°C for 3 days. Roots tips 

Figure 1 - Field scheme adopting on the inductions crosses.
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were excised and immersed in a colchicine solution 
0.05% for 2 hours and fixed in Carnov-metanol solu-
tion (3:1). After the procedure, the material was hy-
drolyzed in hydrochloric acid and the chromosome 
staining lacto-acetic orcein 1%. Glass slides were 
prepared adopting the smashing technique and then 
analyzed in an optic microscope, using immersion oil. 
Cells showing 10 chromosomes displayed the true 
haploids while were ones that had 20 chromosomes 
were classified as false positives (Figure 2).
To measuring the true and false haploids among the 
putative haploids from the second experiment, 100 
seeds classified as putative haploids from each in-
ducer crosses were sowed in a greenhouse and their 
phenotyping was analyzed in the flowering stage. 
Plants showing weakness, thin and straight leaves, 
low height, down vigor, foliar disease susceptibility, 
absence or incomplete development of the reproduc-
tive organs as tassel and ears or else, complete re-
productive organs but poorly developed, defective or 
infertile were sorted as a true haploid plants. On the 
order hand, if the plant showed vigor and was well 
developed, it was classified as false haploid, high-
lighting the seed was a F1 cross between the source 
and the inducer, therefore from a diploid kernel.

Spontaneous doubling evaluation
Additionally, in the second experiment spontaneous 
doubling were evaluated. For this purpose, data of 
putative haploids which showed some fertile restore 
were collected as the number of plants which display 
some fertility as the presence/absence of ears, style-
stigma, tassel and pollen were by source germplasm.

Statistics and data analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using Bayesian In-
ference. For these data, where the variable responses 
are dichotomous, the probability density function a 
posteriori is Yi~Bernoulli (θ) and:

t = Yi � Binomial(n,q)
i=1

n

å

Figure 2 - Root tip cells. A: true haploid seedling (10 chromosomes). B: false positive (20 chromosomes).

Bernoulli or Binomial is used to model situations 
where each trial has one of two possible outcomes, 
for example: putative haploid and diploid or true hap-
loid and false haploid. In the Binomial model, θ is a 
ratio and means the kernel probability to be sorted 
into putative haploids or true haploids from a sample 
which has n size and the where t is the number of 
kernels sorted as putative haploids or true haploids, 
respectively. Probability distribution of t is a Binomial 
with the parameters n e θ as showing in the model 
below:

P(T = t | q) =  (n
t )qt (1-q)n-t ,  t  =  0.1,  …,  n

Probability density function a posteriori conjugate to 
the Binomial distribution chosen to θ is Beta with the 
parameters α and β, following:

p(q) = 1
beta(a,b)

qa-1(1-q)b-1

No informative priories were implemented as α, β ~ 
N (0, 10 - 6) and the marginal distributions were es-
timated on the program «OpenBugs» (Rossi, 2011   .)
For parameter estimates, 10,000 values were gener-
ated by the MCMC (Monte Carlo Markov Chain) in 
an interactive process, from these, 1000 initial val-
ues were burned. Convergence was analyzed in the 
package “CODA” from R and checked by Heidel-
berger and Welch (1983) and Geweke (1992) tests (R 
Development Core Team, 2014).  
For the first experiment, all the factors (sources and 
inducers) were analyzed to generate the best model. 
Models were compared using the Bayesian DIC (De-
viance Information Criterion) when the small DIC were 
considered as the best adjusted (Spiegelhalter et al, 
2002). Contrasts were built to compare the estimate 
ratio and parameters and were considered significant 
at 95% confidence if the confidence interval does not 
include the value zero. 
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Table 1 - Estimated parameters to ratio and confidence interval and contrasts to putative haploids ratio among sources for the 
first and second experiment.
 Sources Estimated parameters
  p2.5% ratio p97.5%

1° Experiment
 Inbred line L47 1.47 1.82 2.20
 Inbred line P9 14.67 15.77 16.91
 Hybrid 2B707 0.60 0.84 1.11
 Hybrid 2B707 0.62 0.84 1.09

 Contrasts
 L47 vs. P9* -15.13 -13.96 -12.79
 L47 vs. 2B707* 0.53 0.98 1.44
 L47 vs. 2B707* 0.54 0.98 1.42
 P9 vs. 2B707* 13.80 14.93 16.10
 P9 vs. 2B707* 13.80 14.93 16.08
 2B707 vs. 2B707 -0.34 0.00 0.34

2° Experiment
 P2530 12.58 15.22 18.04
 IAC125 11.11 13.45 15.98
 P3989 9.54 11.55 13.75

 Contrasts
 P2530 vs. IAC125 -1.85 1.76 5.48
 P2530 vs. P3989* 0.28 3.66 7.18
 IAC125 vs. P3989 -1.246 1.90 5.12
* Contrasts significantly different with 95% of confidence.

Results

Putative haploids ratio
In the first experiment, it was found that the high-

est putative haploids ratio occurred when the source 
was the popcorn P9 inbred line, followed by L47 
and the commercial hybrid 2B707, respectively. The 
estimated ratio was 15.77%, with confidence inter-
val [14.67, 16.91] for source P9. Inbred line L47 had 
an estimated ratio of 1.82% [1.47, 2.20] of putative 
haploids and 0.84% [0.60, 1.11] for the 2B707 hybrid 
(Table 1). In this experiment, common endosperm 
maize had a smaller putative haploids ratio than pop-
corn source. Common tester 2B707, which has a flint 
endosperm, sorted less number of seed as putative 
haploid among all sources. No effect of the inducer 
factor as detected on the first experiment (data not 
shown).  

In the second experiment, the putative haploids 
ratios were more similar among the sources. For the 
popcorn source IAC125, estimated ratio was 13.45% 
[11.11, 15.98]. Common hybrid sources showed 
15.22% [12.58, 18.04] for P2530 and 11.55% [9.54, 
13.75] for P3989. The IAC125 vs. P2530 and P3989 
contrast did not display significant difference at 95% 
confidence in putative haploids ratio. However, the 
contrast P2530 vs. P3989 showed P2530 produced 
more putative haploid seeds than when P3989 was 
used as the source.

True haploids discovery ratio (R1-nj effectiveness)
True haploids discovery ratio in the first experi-

ment highlighted hybrid 2B707 as the most effective 
in ranking true haploids among the sources evaluate. 
Estimated ratio for this hybrid ranged from 22.45% 

[12.02, 35.13] to 31.67% [18.33, 46.82]. The sec-
ond best tester in sorting true haploids was the dent 
inbred line L-47 with ratio of 15.95% [8.37, 25.23], 
following by the popcorn inbred line P9 with 8.80% 
[6.52, 11.33], which was worst reliably genotyping in 
the first experiment (Table 2).

In the second experiment, once more, popcorn 
was the worse on sorting real haploids using R1-nj 
as tool. True haploids among the putative haploids 
coming from the induction crosses with IAC125 per-
formed a ratio of 3.02% [0.64, 7.18]. The contrast 
P2530 vs. P3989, both with flint endosperm, does 
not display significant difference on true discovery 
ratio. To P2530 source, the true discovery ratio was 
16.68% [9.78, 25.22] and P3989 had a similar ratio of 
15.04% [8.59, 23.08].  

Considering the true haploids discovery ratio and 
the total number of seeds produced by each induc-
tion cross, it was possible to indirectly get an infer-
ence about HIR from these two haploid inducers. In 
the first experiment, a HIR of 0.22% to IP9 and 0.54% 
to IL47 were estimated (data not shown). The ratio of 
HIR to KHI on the second experiment was 1.96% in 
crossing with P2530, 1.49% with P3989 and 0.26% 
with IAC125 source. Nevertheless, as expressed by 
Dang et al (2012), when the germplasm carries inhibi-
tion genes of anthocyanin pathway, some haploids 
can be wrong sorted on diploid fraction. In their work, 
the ratio of haploid kernels with any purple expres-
sion ranged from 0 to 10.2%. Similar HIR was de-
tected in Brazil by Couto et al (2013) and Batistelli et 
al (2013) adopting the inducers W23 and KEMS.
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Spontaneous doubling
Data from plants with some fertility restoration 

had different performance depending on the hap-
loid sources. Although IAC125 had the smaller HIR 
and true haploids discovery ratios, haploids from this 
source had the highest restoration to ears, style-stig-
ma and tassel, but pollen production was not detect-
ed in these plants (Table 3). Source P2530 showed 
an intermediate number of spontaneous doubling but 
was the only type which displayed pollen produc-
tion while P3989 source had the worst performance 
of spontaneous doubling plants among the sources 
analyzed.

Table 2 - Estimated parameters to ratio, confidence interval and contrasts to the true haploids discovery ratio among sources 
for experiment 1 and 2.
 Sources Estimated parameters
  p2.5% ratio p97.5%

1° Experiment
 Inbred line L47 8.37 15.95 25.23
 Inbred line P9 6.52 8.80 11.33
 Hybrid 2B707 18.33 31.67 46.82
 Hybrid 2B707 12.02 22.45 35.13

 Contrasts
 L47 vs. P9 -0.79 7.15 16.84
 L47 vs. 2B707 -32.87 -15.72 0.43
 L47 vs. 2B707 -21.16 -6.50 7.55
 P9 vs. 2B707* -37.94 -22.87 -9.43
 P9 vs. 2B707* -26.51 -13.64 -2.99
 2B707 vs. 2B707 -8.78 9.23 27.43

2° Experiment
 P2530 9.78 16.68 25.22
 IAC125 0.64 3.02 7.18
 P3989 8.59 15.04 23.08
 Contrasts
 P2530 vs. IAC125* 5.78 13.66 22.55
 P2530 vs. P3989 -8.86 1.64 12.15
 IAC125 vs. P3989* -20.65 -12.03 -4.40

* Contrasts significantly different with 95% of confidence.

Putative haploids ratios observed in both experi-
ments are similar to those described in the literature. 
Couto et al (2013) found 27.78% of putative haploid 
rates by R1-nj sorting. In their work, the inbred line 
W23 was adopted as haploid inducer under tropical 
conditions in an induction cross with a flint hybrid. 
Batistelli et al (2013), detected a putative haploid rate 
ranging from de 0 to 10% following R1-nj expression 
and using the same haploid inducer. To KEMS hap-
loid inducer, a syntactical variety, putative haploid 
rates ranging from de 1.9 to 32.1%. The putative hap-
loid rates found by Dang et al (2012) ranged from 6.6 
to 42.4%, studying three different haploid inducers.

On the true haploids discovery ratio, low effi-
ciency of the R1-nj marker on tropical sources also 
was described by Belicuas et al (2007) and their pio-
neering research on DH subject in Brazil. These au-
thors found 4 true haploids from 425 putative haploid 

Discussion

seeds by SSR markers, performing 0.96% of true 
haploids discovery ratio, using the inducer W23 on 
induction crosses. Overall, independent of the in-
duction crosses, a higher false positive number was 
discovered by the embryo marker expression in our 
two experiments, showing the low reliability of this 
marker system on tropical sources. Dang et al (2012) 
detected a rate among 3.4 to 15.7% of real haploids 
on the group sorting as putative haploids when it was 
checking by flow cytometry.

Chaikam et al (2015) studied a higher number of 
genotyping and verified non differences over color in-
hibition between flint and dent genotyping, although 
flint had displayed less color intensity. This factor can 
influence wrong sorting, especially on popcorn seeds 
which combine many complicated characteristics to 
visual score (small size of kernel, little embryo and 
non-flat surface of pericarp in the scutellum region). 
Popcorn kernels have smaller size also a little scutel-
lum that becomes more complicated embryo view-
ing. These facts could explain the higher number of 
misclassifications in popcorn sources, but also the 
presence of some inhibition factors on the genotyp-
ing background. 

Some studies had attributed more haploid mis-
classifications to flint than dent endosperms (Coe Jr, 
1994) but, in most of these cases, just a few numbers 
of genotyping were compared. Röber et al (2005), 
highlighted best pigmentation on dent genotypes, in 
agreement with Chaikam et al (2015) whom described 
stronger pigmentation on dent lines. 

In their recent work, Chaikam et al (2015) detect-
ed high suppression of the Navajo expression in trop-
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Table 3 - Haploids displaying spontaneous doubling by reproductive structure.

Hybrid Putative haploids Ear  Style-stigma Tassel  Pollen

 1 - - + -
 2 + + + -
 3 - - + +
 4 - - + -
 5 + - + -
 6 + - + -

P2530 7 - - + -
 8 - - + -
 9 + + + -
 10 + + + -
 11 + - + +
 12 + - - -
 13 - - - -
 14 - - - -

IAC125 1 + + + -
 2 + - + -

P3989 1 - - + -
 2 + - - -
 3 - - - -
 4 + - - -
 5 - - - -
 6 - - - -
 7 - - - -
 8 + - + -
 9 + - - -
 10 - - - -
 11 + + + -
 12 + - + -
 13 - - - -
(+): presence        (-):absence

ical germplasms. Analyzing the inbred lines group 
by adapting conditions (lowland tropical, subtropical 
and highland) they found differential influence of the 
adapting conditions over suppression anthocyanin 
pigmentation. The same authors evaluated several 
induction crosses with tropical sources including in-
bred lines, landraces and breeding populations and 
found dominant mutants to C1 locus as the genetic 
factor to suppress anthocyanin biosynthesis. The 
mutant C1-I was detected as the most important re-
sponsible to inhibit purple coloration on endosperm 
and embryos at heterozygotes (C1-I/C1), leading to 
misclassification of the seeds as haploids (Paz-Ares 
et al, 1990; Chaikam et al, 2015).

Inhibition of purple coloration on kernels is more 
affected by broad genetic basis and adaptation of the 
genotypes. As concluded by Chaikam et al (2015), as 
broader as is the genetic base, less suppression of 
Navajo is detected. The source 2B707, a flint germ-
plasm, was noted to have less misclassification of 
true haploids (Table 2) among all the sources, fol-
lowing by another flint source. The reliability of this 
source must be connected to the small frequency of 
the mutant alleles to inhibition or either to stability of 
this genotyping to R1-nj gene penetrance and an-
thocyanin expressivity. Eder and Chalyk (2002) also 
detected best results attributed to flint endosperm. 

The misclassifications that arise in sorting hap-
loids by R1-nj expression could be minimized if 
marker assisted selection is applied to identify the 
presence of inhibitory genes on maize breeding pop-
ulations, at least to C1-I locus, especially to tropical 
and subtropical sources (Chaikam et al, 2015). An-
other possibility would be the introgression of genes 
like Pl1 and B1, which are responsible for purple ex-
pression on the coleoptile and seedling roots, in the 
inducer genotyping as auxiliary tool to discard false 
positives after seed germination (Röber et al, 2005; 
Rotarenco et al, 2010).

Rotarenco et al (2007) suggested and Melchinger 
et al (2013) demonstrated a reliable and applicable 
way to sort haploids by adopting an inducer with high 
oil content. Development of high oil content haploid 
inducers adapted to tropical conditions in replace-
ment of inducers based on R1-nj marker is an inter-
esting outcome.

New insights into seedling treatment with exoge-
nous anthocyanin pathway activators overcoming the 
inactivation by C1-I mutants also could be promis-
ing in DH research in order to promote more effective 
true haploid sorting.

It is important to highlight that the putative hap-
loid rate never can be used as HIR synonymous be-
cause of overestimation. We can observe that less 
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than 30% of the seeds sorted as putative haploids 
were confirmed as real haploids. Methodologies 
to evaluate haploid inducer rate are described by 
Neuffer et al (1997) and Prigge et al (2012) and are 
based on morphological characteristics controlled by 
recessive genes as liguleless or glossy, expressed on 
young leaves. To solve the problem with the haploid 
misclassifications by the embryo marker in the over-
estimation of the haploid induction rate, Kebede et al 
(2011) suggest using misclassification rate to correct 
HIR when any of these morphological markers are 
available. Misclassification rate should be recorded 
through the phenotyping a portion among the seeds 
from all induction cross.

Over the spontaneous doubling in maize, it is 
usually lower than 20%. However, this trait is geno-
typing dependent and some sources could provide 
higher rates of doubling plants (Chang and Coe Jr, 
2009). Even though, breeding DH lines from spon-
taneous doubling are not economically viable, some 
lines could be developed in the case of spontaneous 
doubling where the fertility is restored. However, in 
the second experiment, any fully fertile doubled plant 
was detected. 

In our study, restoring was more pronounced on 
ears and tassel than skills and pollen. Some authors 
had described that female organs generally have 
higher fertility recovery rates and these rates can 
range from 25 to 96% (Han et al, 2006; Chang and 
Coe Jr, 2009). Male organs usually show less fertil-
ity. In the literature, male inflorescences that produce 
normal pollen grains are smaller than 46% in cases of 
spontaneous doubling (Liu and Song, 2000).The main 
cause of spontaneous doubling could be explain by 
phenomenon such as somatic cell fusion, endoredu-
plication, endomitosis or even other mechanisms not 
yet described (Liu and Song, 2000; Testillano et al, 
2004).
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